
REPLACING FOAM PIECES AND
RUBBER PERIMETER SEAL PIECES ON 

HARD COVER
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REPLACING FOAM CORNERS
STEP 1
A. To replace foam pieces on your hard   
	 cover	you	must	first	clean	any	residue		
 that was left from the old one.
B. You can either use a razor blade or rub  
 off with your thumb.

STEP 2
A. When you get your replacement foam  
 piece you must peel the backing off of  
 the two sided tape to apply.

STEP 3
A. Turn the foam piece over and stick into  
 place.
B. You do this for any foam pieces.
	  Cab corner foam pieces
	  Tail corner foam pieces
	  Bottom dual hinge foam pieces
	  Single hinge corner foam pieces
	  Panel protector foam pieces
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REPLACING RUBBER PERIMETER SEAL
STEP 4
A. By front corner - Start to peel rubber   
 perimeter material off of the two side   
 tape toward next foam piece.

STEP 5
A. Use a razor blade to peel the two side  
 tape off of hard cover surface.

Or

B. Use your thumb to peel the two sided 
 tape off of hard cover surface.

STEP 6
A. Peel two side tape off toward next foam  
 piece.

B. Clean off area with alcohol wipe or   
 Goof Off before replacing rubber 
 perimeter seal.
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STEP 7
A. Take a new piece of rubber perimeter  
 and cut end square with a razor blade.

STEP 8
A. Peel back backing from two sided tape,  
 but not all the way yet

STEP 9 
A. Place square cut end against foam cab  
 corner piece and press two sided tape  
 down on to hard cover surface.
B. Make sure the side of perimeter rubber  
	 is	flush	with	side	edge	of	cover.
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STEP 10
A. Slowly pull backing off of two sided   
 tape as you go toward next foam piece.
B. Press the perimeter rubber down on to  
 cover surface as you go.

STEP 11
A. When you get to the next foam piece,  
 push down on rubber perimeter piece  
 with your thumb and cut with razor   
 blade like so.
B. Then pull rest of backing off of two 
 sided tape.
  

STEP 12
A. Press the end down against foam piece  
 and down on cover surface.

B. Do the rest of cover.
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